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Abstract: In this study, a crystal plasticity finite element method (CPFEM) model has been developed
to investigate the anisotropic plastic behavior of (001) aluminum single crystal during high-pressure
torsion (HPT). The distributions of equivalent plastic strain and Mises stress recorded on the
sample surface are presented. The directional variations of plastic strain and Mises stress with
the development of four-fold symmetry pattern are observed along the sample circumference.
The crystallographic orientation evolution along the tangential direction is studied, and the
corresponding lattice rotation and slip trace are predicted, respectively. The plastic anisotropy
mechanism is discussed in detail based on the theory of crystal plasticity. The simulation results
reveal that the differences in slip systems activation (dominant slip and multiple slips) are responsible
for the anisotropic plastic deformation in HPT.

Keywords: high pressure torsion (HPT); crystal plasticity; anisotropic; crystallographic orientation;
slip trace; lattice rotation

1. Introduction

Interest in the use of severe plastic deformation (SPD) techniques to produce ultra fine-grained
(UFG) or nanocrystalline structures of different materials has developed a great deal over the last
two decades [1,2]. High-pressure torsion (HPT) is a SPD technique in which a sample is subjected
to torsion straining under a high hydrostatic pressure [3]. Compared with the other SPD methods,
such as equal-channel angular pressing (ECAP) [4] and accumulative roll bonding (ARB) [5], the most
important advantage of the HPT process is that extremely high shear stain can be continuously achieved
via simple means [6,7]. Due to its incomparable straining capacity, HPT has attracted extensive research
interest for fabrication of UFG materials of pure metals and alloys, where polycrystals are typically
used as starting materials [8,9].

Up until now, a number of studies have been reported on HPT processing of single crystals.
In the case of single crystals, it is convenient to use a single-crystal structural state to exclude the
influence of initial grain boundaries and overall initial orientations, aiding in the understanding of
deformation behaviors during HPT. Astafurova et al. [10] and Pilyugin et al. [11,12] investigated the
microstructure evolution of different single-crystalline materials during the HPT process. Kashihara
and his co-workers [13] examined the texture evolution in {112} <111> aluminum single crystal
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processed by severe plastic deformation. Smirnova et al. [14,15] studied the developments of structure
and orientational instability in face-centered cubic (FCC) single crystals (copper, nickel and alloys
KhN77TYuR) deformed by torsion at quasi-hydrosatic pressure. Their results showed the differences
in deformation behavior of different initially orientated single crystals. Hafok and Pippan [16,17]
experimentally examined the texture evolution of nickel and copper single crystals subjected to HPT
deformation. They reported that the texture of the (001)-oriented single crystal developed a four-fold
symmetry along the sample tangential direction. Méric and Qailletaud [18] undertook conventional
FEM simulation and anisotropic elasto-viscoplastic calculation derived from the slip theory for FCC
single crystals loaded in torsion, respectively. The FEM method gave a homogeneous strain distribution
along the circumference of the initial (001) single crystal specimen, while the micro-macro approach
presented four more strained regions around <110> areas separated by four less-strained regions
located in <100> areas. Nouailhas et al. [19] reported similar observations of strong anisotropic features
using a crystallographic model based on the Schmid theory. Kaluza and Le [20] and Le and Piao [21]
have quantitatively calculated the dislocation distribution inside a single crystal rod loaded in torsion
within the framework of continuum dislocation theory. The non-uniform distribution of dislocations
in equilibrium were found and a wavy deformation pattern comprising of four periods was observed
during torsion. Even though research has already been done in the past, the reason underlying such
anisotropic plastic bahavior during HPT processing of single-crystal metals is still unclear.

In our previous work [22], a crystal plasticity finite element method (CPFEM) model was
developed to simulate the HPT processing of single crystals. It has been widely accepted that
the CPFEM model is one of the best models for simulating the plastic deformation of crystalline
materials [23,24], The predicted texture results were in good coherence with the experimental
measurements, and considerable attention was devoted to revealing the texture evolution mechanism
during the HPT process. In addition, the anisotropic deformation pattern on the surface of the
HPT-processed sample could also be clearly observed. The purpose of this study is to further
investigate such plastic anisotropy phenomena in HPT-deformed single crystals, adopting the CPFEM
model. The underlying mechanism is discussed in detail based on the theory of crystal plasticity.

2. CPFEM Simulation Procedure

2.1. Crystal Plasticity Constitutive Model

The wide variety of currently available crystal plasticity models can be classified into two major
types: the orientation gradient crystal plasticity method, which follows the crystal plasticity
constitutive relations described by Asaro [25]; and the strain gradient crystal plasticity method, which
is based on a scalar dislocation density-based constitutive frame proposed by Ashby [26]. The first
type of model was employed in the simulation, as reported by Asaro [25]; under load, the crystalline
material undergoes crystallographic slip, due to dislocation motion on the active slip systems and
elastic deformation, which includes stretching and rotating of the crystal. The total deformation
gradient (F) can be decomposed into two components:

F = F∗·FP (1)

The velocity gradient (L) is evaluated from the deformation gradient by

L =
.
FF−1 = L∗ + LP (2)

where
L∗ =

.
F
∗
·F∗−1; LP = F∗·

.
F

P
·FP−1·F∗−1 (3)

Taking the symmetric and asymmetric parts of the above relations leads to the elastic and plastic
strain rates D∗ and DP, and the plastic spins ΩP and Ω∗ induced by the lattice rotation and stretching:
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D = D∗ + DP; Ω = Ω∗ + ΩP (4)

By introducing the following symmetric and asymmetric tensors, respectively, for each slip
system α,

P(α) =
1
2
(s(α) ⊗m(α) + m(α) ⊗ s(α)); W(α) =

1
2
(s(α) ⊗m(α) −m(α) ⊗ s(α)) (5)

the plastic strain rate and spin for the crystal can be written as

DP =
N

∑
α=1

P(α) .
γ
(α); ΩP =

N

∑
α=1

W
.
γ
(α) (6)

where
.
γ
(α) is the resolved shear strain rate of the slip system α, s(α) and m(α) are the slip direction

vector and the normal vector, respectively, in the current configuration.
The crystalline slip is assumed to follow the power law, which states that slip begins when the

resolved shear stress reaches a critical value,

.
γ
(α)

=
.
γ
(α)
0 sgn

(
τ(α)

)∣∣∣∣∣τ(α)

τ
(α)
c

∣∣∣∣∣
n

for
∣∣∣τ(α)

∣∣∣� τ
(α)
c (7a)

.
γ
(α)

= 0 for
∣∣∣τ(α)

∣∣∣ < τ
(α)
c (7b)

and

sgn(x) =

{
−1, x < 0

1, x ≥ 0
(7c)

where
.
γ
(α)
0 and n are the material parameters, τ

(α)
c is the critical resolved shear stress (CRSS) of the slip

system α. The rate of change of the CRSS is expressed as

.
τ
(α)
c =

N

∑
β=1

hαβ
.
γ
(β) (8)

The hardening models have been extensively studied by Taylor [27,28], Hutchinson [29], Peirce
et al. [30], and Bassani and Wu [31,32]. Many comparative studies of the aforementioned hardening
models have been carried out to simulate the finite- and large-strain deformations [33–36]. It has been
found that the Bassani and Wu model was able to reflect the hardening of face-centered cubic (FCC)
crystals more exactly, and was an accurate predictor of texture. Recently, the Bassani and Wu hardening
model has been successfully employed to predict deformation behavior and texture evolution during
ECAP [37,38] and HPT [22]. Therefore, in this study, the hardening model of Bassani and Wu was
adopted. Their expressions for self and latent hardening are expressed as:

hαα =

[
(h0 − hs)sec h2

(
(h0 − hs)γ(α)

τ1 − τ0

)
+ hs

]
1 +

N

∑
β = 1
β 6= α

fαβ tan h

(
γ(β)

γ0

)
 for α = β (9a)

hαβ = qhαα for α 6= β (9b)

where hαα is the self-hardening modulus and hαβ denotes the latent hardening modulus, q is a latent
hardening parameter, h0, hs, τ0 and τs are hardening moduli and shear stresses, γ is the shear strain,
fαβ is the interaction parameter between the two slip systems α and β. The factors fαβ depend on the
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geometric relation between two slip systems. There are five constants for fαβ; namely, α1 (no junction),
α2 (Hirth lock), α3 (coplanar junction), α4 (glissile junction) and α5 (sessile junction).

2.2. Finite Element Implementation

The commercial software ABAQUS 6.9-1 was used to simulate the deformation process of HPT,
as shown in Figure 1. The disk-shaped sample with 10 mm of diameter and 0.8 mm of thickness was
assumed to be a deformable body, while the upper and lower HPT anvils were set as rigid bodies.
The starting material was oriented with the (001) crystallographic plane normal parallel to the Z axis,
while the [100] crystallographic direction lying with the X axis; also known as the cube orientation.
Because HPT deformation is applied on the thin disk-shaped samples, a cylindrical-polar coordinate
system, CS, was established with the associated orthonormal base vector (er, eθ , ez), where R, θ and
Z denote the radial, tangential and axial directions, respectively. The angular value ϕ stands for the
extent that material flows away from the X direction around the axial direction on the shear plane
(the counterclockwise direction is positive, while the clockwise direction is negative), as illustrated in
Figure 1a. The sample was meshed into 23,600 elements and 26,895 nodes in total, and C3D8R elements
were applied, as shown in Figure 1b. During the simulation, the lower anvil was fixed. The rotation
boundary condition along the Z axis was applied to the upper anvil, while the other freedoms of the
upper anvil were set to be constrained.

The simulated material was aluminum single crystal, the elastic moduli of which were: C11 =

112, 000 MPa, C12 = 66, 000 MPa and C44 = 28, 000 MPa. The parameters in the constitutive equations
employed in this study are listed in Table 1. Franciosi et al. obtained the slip system interaction
parameters α1-α5 by conducting the latent hardening experiment using aluminum single crystal [39].
Other parameters were identified by fitting the simulated stress-strain curve with the experimental results
of single crystal aluminum [40,41]. These parameters have been validated in the CPFEM simulations
of nano-indentation [42], cold rolling [43], and equal-channel angular pressing [37]. In the deformed
aluminum material with FCC structure, it is assumed that slips occur on the {111} slip planes along the
<110> slip directions. Their combination defines 12 different slip systems as indicated in Table 2.
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Table 2. Notations of slip systems for FCC crystals.

System a1 a2 a3 b1 b2 b3 c1 c2 c3 d1 d2 d3

Slip plane (111) (111) (111) (111) (111) (111) (111) (111) (111) (111) (111) (111)
Slip direction [011] [101] [110] [101] [110] [011] [011] [110] [101] [011] [101] [110]

3. Results

3.1. Distributions of Equivalent Plastic Strain and Mises Stress

Figure 2a,b shows the contour plots of equivalent plastic strain (variable PEEQ used in ABAQUS
software 6.9-1) and Mises stress recorded on the top surfaces of (001) aluminum single crystal after
N = 1/12 turn of HPT deformation, respectively. A pronounced strain gradient exists on the sample
section, with the values increasing gradually from the center of the sample to the edge along the radial
direction, as shown in Figure 2a. Moreover, Figure 2a reveals that the strain is non-homogeneously
distributed along the circumference of the sample, especially close to the periphery. Four more-strained
regions, separated by four-less strained ones with interval angles of 90◦, can be observed. The similar
strain distribution on the section of the sample has been predicted by simulation and observed
experimentally in [18,19,44], which reported that the torsion deformation of a cylinder sample with
respect to a [001] axis gave rise to the formation of four zones of intense deformation. As can be
seen from Figure 2b, the directional variations of Mises stress along the circumferential direction are
significant, and a four-fold symmetry distribution pattern develops. Within one section of the four-fold
symmetry, the deformation localization can be obviously observed. These results differ greatly from
those obtained through classic finite element simulation, as described in [45–47], which gave uniform
strain and stress distributions along the circumferential direction of the sample deformed by HPT.
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Figure 2. The distributions of (a) equivalent plastic strain and (b) Mises stress on the surfaces of (001)
aluminum single crystal after N = 1/12 turn of HPT deformation.

3.2. Texture Development Along the Tangential Direction

Figure 3 shows the texture development in the tangential direction of the initial (001) aluminum
single crystal after N = 1/12 turn of HPT deformation in terms of {111} pole figures. The simulated
pole figures were obtained from positions on the top surface of the disk sample, which have the same
radius (r0/r ~=1), but different values of ϕ. All the pole figures are recorded on the θ − Z planes,
and the locations of the main components of ideal torsion texture are also visualized by different
symbols (after [48]). The black dots in the pole figures stand for the initial crystallographic orientations
under un-deformed states, while the red dots denote the predicted orientations after deformation.
Since HPT deformation is exerted on the small metallic discs, the initial crystallographic orientation
changes between individual selected positions; it is close to the cube orientation (Figure 3a) for position
ϕ = −30◦, gradually approaches the ideal C component as the sample position changes from ϕ = −15◦,
0◦ to ϕ = 18◦ (Figure 3b–d), then rotates gradually away from the ideal C (Figure 3e,f).
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Figure 3. The predicted {111} pole figures of the (001) aluminum single crystal in the tangential direction
after N = 1/12 turn of HPT deformation. The pole figure were recorded at radius (r0/r ∼ =1) with ϕ =

(a) −30◦, (b) −15◦, (c) 0◦, (d) 18◦, (e) 30◦, (f) 45◦, (g) 60◦, (h) 150◦ and (i) −120◦.

It can be seen from Figure 3a–f that the resultant orientations occupy positions deviating
significantly from each other in the corresponding pole figures. For instance, the developed orientations
have rotated to the rotated cube orientation around the radial axis in an anti-clockwise direction
in Figure 3a, while the resulting orientations illustrate only limited divergence from the ideal C
component in Figure 3d. The local crystal orientation results obtained in the present work are in good
agreement with the previously published reports. Tóth et al. [49,50] reported that in simple shear of
cube orientation the orientation change took place solely around the sample radial axis, leading to the
rotated cube component. Hafok and Pippan [16] and Arzaghi et al. [51] have examined the texture
evolution during HPT, respectively, and they reported that the C orientation could be maintained
over a wide range of straining in HPT. Further examination of the pole figure in Figure 3g reveals that
the simulated orientation of ϕ = 60◦ position is very similar with that of position ϕ = −30◦. Due to
the similarity, additional pole figures of ϕ = 150◦ and −120◦ were plotted, as shown in Figure 3h,i,
respectively. It can be readily seen that the developed orientations recorded at these four different
circumferential positions, with an interval of 90◦ about the torsion axis, occupy almost the same
positions in the corresponding pole figures. From these observations, it can be concluded that the
texture also develops a four-fold symmetry along the sample circumference. Hafok and Pippan [16]
experimentally measured the texture evolution in the tangential direction of (001) nickel single crystal
deformed by HPT. They also reported the phenomenon of repetition of the texture development and
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the evolution of a four-fold symmetry at the early stage of HPT deformation, which helps to validate
the established CPFEM model of the HPT process.

3.3. Lattice Rotation and Slip Trace along the Tangential Direction

Figure 4a–c show the contour maps of lattice rotation angles around the R, θ and Z axes,
respectively, recorded on the top surfaces of the initial (001) aluminum single crystal after N = 1/12
turn of HPT deformation. The calculation of the lattice rotation was based on the method proposed by
Wert et al. [52]. In all maps, positive values mean anti-clockwise lattice rotations, while negative angles
mean clockwise rotations. It can be seen from Figure 4 that the lattice rotates along all three directions.
The rotation angles around the R axis are much larger than the other axes. Tóth et al. reported the
same finding of predominant single-sense rotations around the sample radial direction in [53,54].
When considering the lattice rotation distribution in Figure 4a, it is apparent that the R-axis lattice
rotation also exhibits four-fold symmetry. Within one section of the four-fold symmetry, a careful
inspection reveals that the R-axis lattice rotation varies significantly. Sample position ϕ = 18◦ has the
smallest R-axis rotation, at less than 10◦. The initial orientation of this particular position is close to the
ideal C component, and the resulting orientation in Figure 2d therefore illustrates limited divergence.
By contrast, the sample position close to ϕ = −30◦ has the largest R-axis rotation, at around 65◦.
This sample position has an initial orientation close to the cube orientation, and HPT deformation
has caused the poles to rotate significantly away in Figure 2a. These coincide with the observations
that the lattice rotation vectors converge for the components of ideal torsion texture, while for other
orientations the opposite is true and divergence occurs [53–55].
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Figure 4. Lattice rotation angles recorded on the surfaces of the initial (001) aluminum single crystal
after N = 1/12 turn of HPT deformation: (a) around R axis, (b) around θ axis and (c) around Z axis.

Figure 5 displays the slip traces at various tangential positions (marked out by red dots, r0/r ~=1)
on the top surface of the initial (001) aluminum single crystal after N = 1/12 turn of HPT deformation.
To save space, only the right-half surface is shown here. For each sample position, the six slip systems
with the largest magnitudes of accumulative shear strain are presented. The direction of each straight
line infers the orientation of the slip trace, while the length of the straight line represents the relative
magnitude of the accumulative shear strain. The black, blue, red, cyan, green and magenta colors refer
to the slip systems with the first largest magnitude to the sixth largest magnitude of the accumulative
shear strain, respectively. All slip trace lines were plotted on the θ–Z planes, as illustrated in the bottom
right-hand corner of Figure 5.

As can be seen from Figure 5, the simulated slip traces indicate different activation behaviors of
slip systems along the circumferential direction. At ϕ = −30◦ position, the slips occur simultaneously
on different systems, and the accumulative shear strains of the slip systems involved are approximately
equal. The six slip systems can be treated as three sets that are all differently oriented. From position
ϕ = −30◦, through−15◦ and 0◦, to 18◦, the magnitudes of the accumulative shear strain corresponding
to the first and second largest slip systems tend gradually larger. The slip trace developed at the
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ϕ = 18◦ position indicates that the deformation is governed by two dominant slip systems, namely
a3 and d3, as defined in Table 2. The accumulative shear strains on the primary two slip systems
are significantly large compared with the other slip systems. Furthermore, the slip directions of the
two dominant slip systems are parallel with each other, and almost align with the shear direction.
When further examining the sample positions from ϕ = 18◦ to 60◦, it can be seen that the activated slip
develops gradually from a dominant slip to multiple slips. The slip trace obtained at ϕ = 60◦ position
possesses almost the same characteristics as those of ϕ = −30◦, indicating the repeatability of the slip
trace pattern along the sample circumference.Crystals 2017, 7, 362  8 of 11 
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4. Discussion

In FCC crystals, the four slip planes are arranged symmetrically about the axes for the (001)
aligned orientation. In HPT, a thin, disk-shaped sample is commonly adopted. When the sample is
cylindrical, the (001) single crystal responds somewhat like a cube, and causes four-fold symmetrical
deformation behaviors around the circumference. Within one section of the symmetry, pronounced
local deformation variations are revealed, which is a consequence of the relative orientation of the
shear applied by HPT, and of the local crystallographic axes. To achieve a deeper understanding
of such deformation behaviors, the underlying mechanisms are discussed based on the theory of
crystal plasticity.

During the HPT process, the rigid body rotation, Ω, is usually larger than for other SPD techniques
due to severe shear deformation. Equation (4) suggests that Ω consists of two components: ΩP, caused
by the slip, and Ω∗, caused by the lattice rotation. The Ω requirement in HPT for different material
points along the tangential direction may be met by ΩP and Ω∗. Moreover, the torsional strain
introduced in HPT activates different sets of slip systems for different circumferential positions.
The slip mode with two dominant slip systems, as well as the multiple slips mode, in which many
systems function together, are revealed in Figure 5.

At some sample positions—for example, ϕ = 18◦—the slip mode is dominant slip. The accumulated
shear strains are concentrated on the primary two slip systems, and the slip directions coincide with the
macroscopic shear direction (see Figure 5). Under such circumstances, they are capable of generating a
sufficiently large overall plastic spin (ΩP) to almost fully satisfy the requirement for the whole rigid body
rotation (Ω). Therefore, the lattice rotation (Ω∗) is nearly zero at the ϕ = 18◦ position (see Figure 4a),
leading to the near-initial orientation after deformation (see the pole figure in Figure 3d). The dominant
slip is basically not influenced by other slip systems, and the material flows easily on the shear plane.
Thus, relatively limited macroscopic strain hardening occurs at the ϕ = 18◦ position in Figure 2b.
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For certain sample positions, such as ϕ = −30◦, a multiple-slips mode can also be activated.
The activated systems possess almost the same amount of accumulated shear strain, but orient along
different directions (see Figure 5). Each of the slip systems of interest produces a rotation component,
and as a result, the overall glide rotation (ΩP) is relatively small. The lattice must rotate to generate
a large Ω∗ to compensate the difference between Ω and ΩP, as shown at ϕ = −30◦ in Figure 4a,
which leads to a considerable change in crystallographic orientation (see the pole figure in Figure 3a.
The simultaneously activated slip systems interact with each other, and hinder the flow of the material.
Therefore, strong macroscopic strain-hardening takes place at the ϕ = −30◦ position in Figure 2b.

At other sample positions along the circumferential direction, the slip conditions are somewhere
in between these two slip modes of dominant slip and multiple slips. Accordingly, there are moderate
increases in Mises stress, as shown in Figure 2b.

5. Conclusions

A CPFEM model integrated with Bassani and Wu hardening modulus has been successfully
implemented to investigate the anisotropic plastic behavior of aluminum single crystal in HPT.
The macroscopic equivalent plastic strain and Mises stress, crystallographic orientation evolution,
lattice rotation and slip activities at the crystal level of various tangential positions have been predicted
and analyzed. The main conclusions are summarized as follows.

1. The predicted equivalent plastic strain and Mises stress are directionally dependent along the
sample circumference, and the development of a four-fold symmetry pattern is found on the
sample surface.

2. The R-axis lattice rotations, slip traces, and the resulting crystallographic orientations
change significantly along the circumferential direction, and also develop the feature of
four-fold symmetry.

3. The dominant slip and multi-slip conditions are revealed along the sample circumference. It has
been found that the differences in slip system activation contribute significantly to the anisotropic
plastic behavior of single crystal during the HPT process.
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